DESIGN GUIDE

Swing Tags
Essential information for designing your
custom swing tags.
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A key element of garment branding, swing tags vary from standard
price tags to more elaborate designs to reflect your brand image. The
sections below will explain the options that are available to you.

Contents &
Key Info

Material Options

Paper & Card . Fabrics . Plastic . Metal . Wood . Faux Leather

Design Options

Shape . Size . Layers/Pieces . Information

Design Processes

Foil Block . Laminate (Matt & Gloss) . Spot UV . Distressing . Embossing & Debossing . Stitching

Finishing Options

Strings & Cords . Eyelets . Safety Pins

A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus
information regarding minimums and
lead times.
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Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

16-18

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days
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Material
Choices

Paper & Card

Fabric

Plastic

Card tends to be the most popular material

Fabric hang tags do not offer the range of

For something a little more unusual and

choice for swing tickets as there are a

processes that are available on paper or

durable, you may wish to consider a plastic

variety of options available as well as the

card, but do provide an alternative look

swing ticket where designs are typically

ability to apply various processes.

and eye-catching appearance.

printed.

Coated . Uncoated . Self Coloured

Canvas . Cotton . Jersey

Solid . Transparent

Recycled . Plike (Plastic-like)

Felt . Polyester Satin

Semi-Transparent . TPU

Metal

Wood

Faux Leather

If you have hard-wearing garments or are

A truly unique choice for your swing tickets

More suited to use on outerwear and

looking to promote a sense of toughness,

would be wood or bamboo. Designs for

denim garments, imitation leather (PU)

then you may consider a metal swing

these can be printed, stamped (burnt into

swing tickets, provide an alternative look

ticket.

the wood) or cut-out.

and feel.

A range of material options allows
you to create a swing tag that fits
perfectly with your brand image.

Aluminium . Die-Cast Alloy
ukpaccessories.com
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Shape
The majority of swing tickets we produce
tend to be a standard shape - rectangle,
circle, oval or square, but we can die cut
to any required shape.

Size
You can specify your size but think about

Design
Options
As our swing tags are custom made,
you can specify your exact

what your swing ticket will be used on,
what information you need to display

Colours

and how detailed your design is.

Printed designs are usually spot colours
matched to Pantones, thought we can also
print multi-colour designs and photgraphs
in 4 colour-process (CMYK).

requirements in terms of design.

Extras
Examples of extra information you may
wish to include are a logo, name of the

Layers/Pieces
Information can be split over several
layers which can be different materials if
required, and can be attached in various
ways.
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style/range, website, contact details, care
information and barcode guide marks.
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Design
Processes

Foil Block

Lamination

Spot UV

Used on text or blocked areas, the most

Gloss laminate will give your swing tickets a

Spot UV is a clear varnish producing and

common choices are gold and silver,

sheen and help to produce a more striking

area with a shine. The spot UV can be

although there are a range of colours

look. Matt laminate can be used to

applied direct to the swing ticket as a

available to help produce a high end look

create a more sophisticated look and

design feature on its own or can be used on

to your swing ticket.

pleasant hand feel.

top of printed text.

Distressing

Embossing / Debossing

Combining Materials

To create a vintage look, you may want to

As with spot UV, debossing or embossing is

To add texture or an eye-catching element

consider distressed effects on your swing

a process that can be applied as a design

to your swing ticket, you can add stitching

ticket. This can involve staining, worn

feature on its own or used with other design

either as part of a logo or as a separate

edges, crinkling and washed effect.

elements to help catch the eye.

design feature.

There are a number of processes
that can be applied to elevate your
swing tags and help catch the eye
or add an element of luxury.
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Strings & Cords

Finishing
Options

STR-01

STR-02

STR-03

STR-04

STR-05

Satin Ribbon

Waxed Cord

Cord with fleck

Rope String

Herringbone Ribbon

A range of string & cord options allow
you to compliment the look of your
swing tag.
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STR-06

STR-07

STR-08

STR-09

STR-10

PVC Cord

Metal Ball Chain

Grosgrain Ribbon

Elastic Cord

Hessian String
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Eyelets

Finishing
Options

EY-01

EY-02

EY-03

EY-04

EY-05

EY-06

EY-07

Safety Pins

While not always essential, the
choice of eyelet and safety pin can
help to add an additional design
feature to your swing tags.

SP-01
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SP-02

SP-03

SP-04

SP-05

SP-06

SP-07

SP-08

You now have all the tools to get designing your
swing tags, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

